
Parking Working Group Meeting 

   The Parking and Safety Committee will work to improve public parking convenience and 

availability, and work with partners to develop strategies to address identified safety issues 

in downtown Dover. 

 

 

 
AGENDA 

Tuesday Dec. 3, 2019 

12-1 p.m. Cendel Building 
 

 

• Welcome 

• Volunteer to record minutes 

• Public Comments  

• Notes/Comments from Nov. 19 meeting 

• Near-term solution for January 1, 2020 – plan of action 

• Invitation to receive parking solutions (RFI -Request for Information) – status 

• Other business 

 

 

 

 

Next meeting date: TBD 
 



DDP Parking Working Group Notes 

November 19, 2019 

Presentation from Anthony Caddell, Passport software company, based on Charlotte, who works with 

Newark, MD, NJ-based companies. 

Attendees: Chris Raubaucher, Travis Ridgeway, Todd Stonesifer, Tom Smith, Councilman Fred Neil, Robert 

Hurlock, Tina Bradbury, John Tinsley, Steve Ottinger, DIane Laird, Tina Bradford 

Currently, the city sells and enforces parking, DDP establishes and manages/receives financial benefit of parking. City 

owns streets and a lot Bradford; DDP owns LWP and other surface lots; DDP helps to manage other private lots. 

Enforcement: just Travis and one new hire.  All handwritten.  Marking tires. Police Dept. handles collection for meter 

payments, letters from CDPD. 

Passport Presentation: 

Passport provides mobile payment options, and now has full-enforcement system. Passport pulls in from digital 

permitting and meters.  Enforcer pulls up online and prints on mobile printer. 

Rehoboth uses Park Mobile. 

Passport was just launched in Newark, DE. 

Agreement for EZ Pass – not using their allotted spaces.  Perception of parking problem, many permit spaces are 

not being used daily.  Concerns that residents can park only until 9 a.m. 

Need spaces for customers.  Perception is big issue.  A handful of people have a permit.  Convenience… What is 

the definition?  Timing of EZ Pass employees varies daily from 7-noon arrival, and 4:30-8 pm departure.  Parking 

spaces near Harry Louie is nearly always open. 

AC. Goal of downtown parking is fairness and availability of parking. Introducing more paid parking will (hourly 

for more turnover) provide for more turnover.   

Possibility of special codes can be designated (for EZ Pass, for instance) though some meters on site would be 

needed, for instance, if some do not have a smart phone.  App is daily or below (hourly).  EZ Pass: FTE, there 

should be 107 employees daily, except Sunday. Anticipate 20 additional head count next year.  107 spaces are 

needed currently, plus 20 for next year. 

Today, there is enough parking.  Growth, and parking demands at a greater rate is anticipated.  The parking 

solutions required:  for employees, less convenient; but increased turnover and convenience for shoppers; 

resident needs must be met, as well. 

Most recent plan suggests that downtown Dover does not have a parking problem, though there have been 

several parking studies, some with opposing results, suggesting that there is a deficit.  Considering growth, it is 

wise to develop now a solution that will prepare for the anticipated growth. 

Recent RFP for garage completed – downtown not ready yet. 

AC observations: payment for parking is extremely low.  The “increasing turnover” theme alone can be very 

successful.  Passport fits into the future of Dover, to drive revenue, foster compliance, ensure efficiency.   

Passport Mobile Payment option: 

Download, sign up, we can assign zones. No meters needed, could go payment by license plate or numbered 

spaces.  Payment by credit card and “wallet” which reduces payment fees.  City/DDP only charges at initial load 



of wallet.  Passport is a certified merchant processor.  City could also act as merchant processor.  For those that 

do not have smart phone, a machine (such as is now on site) could be used for payment.  Thus, mobile would be 

an extra option.  No cost by DDP, only signage installment.  99% convenience is passed on to Dover.  App is self-

sufficient after launch.  One sign per block, provided by Passport. Off-street, one sign per ten and one decal per 

piece of hardware.  Street paid, there would be some hardware investment if choosing not to go mobile only. 

Enforcement of permits: 

• License plate recognition:  that investment may not be warranted for DDP ($35,000 per car.) Handheld 

recognition can be done, but hand input is actually more efficient. 

• Android app: Real time, monitor by location; enforces transient and permit parkers.  Dover-specific payment 

portal would be created by Passport, with built-in reminder letters sent to those that haven’t paid on time. 

Photos can be taken by enforcement. 

• Both provide cleaner, real time data. 

Digital Permit Management:  

Build out permit portal, branded to City of Dover.  Business owner, EZ Pass employee, resident, downtown 

employee, other types created for Dover and require update code for auto-renewal, and/or proof of residence, 

etc., in addition to general parking type.  Promo codes can be built in for free parking or other. 

Reduce back-end labor for permitting, remove all current hangtags, etc., and replace with app.  Rules and limits 

can be configured, including new cars added.  Back-end for production for those that won’t update, an auto-

renew can be set up and sent out via Email.  Appeal process in place?  Yes, by license plate, customer appeal and 

pay, etc. For pay-in-person, seeking people to move toward mobile. 

City uses link for people to apply. 

Passport can work with DDP, City, DDP, or vendor. 

AC would like to set up time with Jessica and Travis to do a webinar to better understand enforcement.  Pay by 

app is low cost; screen shots for better understanding.  Regarding permits, DDP will be overseeing. 

TS – Dollar-a-day rates are much higher, relatively.  Official RFP’s – What should rates be?  How should parking 

be laid out?  Kent MPO website, study is on the website, though those that are in Dover daily did not agree with 

the outcome.  AC can provide example RFP’s.  Colonial, Laz, XP Plus are several parking management companies 

that may respond to RFP. 

Shorter time and shorter wait is convenience.  Increase ability to park more efficiently.  Chris Raubaucher shared 

that Rehoboth Beach users took some time to get used to app, but now people love it. Very successful.   

Passports fees:  Some cities have funds to pay up front budget, most cities provide convenience fee (so fee is 

added per transaction.)  Collection by Passport, there would be fee added per letter sent out for payment.  

Passport representative monitors over time.  Three-year minimum contract time with Passport, 120 days 

advance notice to end contract. 

Messaging can be done to users.  Varying prices, types, etc. can be implemented for areas of downtown. 

AC will provide RFP/RFI examples, some case studies.  Suggest RFI for Dover, simpler, more flexible. 

Management company will charge user some fee for oversight. 

Next meeting: Tuesday, Dec 3 at noon 
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